S tatistical database auditing is the process of checking aggregate queries that are submitted in a continuous manner, to prevent inference disclosure. Compared to other data protection mechanisms, auditing has the features of flexibility and maximum information. Auditing is typically accomplished by examining responses to past queries to determine whether a new query can be answered. It has been recognized that query denials release information and can cause data disclosure. This paper proposes an auditing mechanism that is free of query denial threat and applicable to mixed types of aggregate queries, including sum, max, min, deviation, etc. The core ideas are (i) deriving the complete information leakage from each query denial and (ii) carrying the complete leaked information derived from past answered and denied queries to audit each new query. The information leakage deriving problem can be formulated as a set of parametric optimization programs, and the whole auditing process can be modeled as a series of convex optimization problems.
Introduction
Information technologies have been extensively used to collect and share personal data in areas such as healthcare research, crime analysis, customer relationship management, credit analysis, and demographics. Although it has provided much convenience to our work and daily lives, it has raised strong public concerns about individual privacy. In the healthcare industry, we have recently observed rapid transition toward electronic medical records and data sharing. It has been reported that more than 70 million Americans have some portion of their medical records in electronic format (Kaelber et al. 2008) . Healthcare researchers can even access individual Medicare and Medicaid claims data at the website of The Center of Medicare and Medicaid Service, a federal agency. Indeed, many medical identity theft cases have been reported due to electronic medical records, e.g., Agrawal and Budetti (2012) . In demographics, it was found that 87% of the U.S. population is uniquely identified by {date of birth, gender, postal code} from the 1990 U.S. Census summary data (Sweeney 2002) . Privacy scandals can seriously damage a company's reputation and credibility. In August 2006, AOL released a file containing 20 million search queries for more than 640,000 users, not including the identities of the users, with the intention to provide data for research into online browsing behavior. It was soon found that many users could be easily reidentified by analyzing those seemingly innocuous queries. This caused several lawsuits and legal complaints against AOL.
Various protection mechanisms have been proposes to address the data privacy concern. A conventional approach focuses on designing statistical databases (SDBs) and forming restrictions for accessing confidential data. A SDB (Adam and Wortmann 1989) typically refers to a database used for statistical analysis purposes. An important example is the database maintained by the U.S. Census Bureau. While a SDB contains data at the individual record level, users are typically only allowed to ask queries over aggregates. This is to protect the privacy of data that may be sensitive at the individual record level. For example, if the record-level data include private information, such as salary, product cost, and patient health information, the database users should only be allowed to access innocuous statistics over groups. With knowledge of enough aggregate statistics, sophisticated adversaries can infer confidential data.
Securing SDBs has been the focus of much research since the late 1970s. To control inference from aggregate statistics, many mechanisms have been proposes. They include auditing queries, e.g., Chin and Özsoyoglu (1982) , Chowdhury et al. (1999) , query restrictions, e.g., Friedman and Hoffman (1980) , Nunez et al. (2007) , Dobkin et al. (1979) , perturbation, e.g., Matloff (1986) , Muralidhar et al. (1999) , Lee et al. (2010) , Muralidhar et al. (1995) , Li and Sarkar (2006) , Sarathy et al. (2002) , Li and Sarkar (2013) , cell suppression, e.g., Castro (2007) , Fischetti and Salazar (2001) , providing approximate answers, e.g., Kadane et al. (2006) , Garfinkel et al. (2002) , anonymous data collection, e.g., Kumar et al. (2010) , and data shuffling or swapping, e.g., Muralidhar and Sarathy (2006) , Li and Sarkar (2011) . A good survey of classic inference control techniques on SDBs can be found in Adam and Wortmann (1989) . A survey of current advancements on privacy in data publishing, e.g., k-anonymity (Samarati and Sweeney 1998) , l-diversity (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006) , t-closeness (Li et al. 2007) , and differential privacy (Dwork 2008) , can be found in Fung et al. (2010) .
Clearly, not one proposes protection mechanism is suitable for all SDBs. But among various protection mechanisms, auditing has attracted substantial research interests over the past three decades with its earliest discussion dated back to the 1970s (Chin 1978 , Schlorer 1975 . Auditing is the continuous monitoring of the user's knowledge that is derived from responses to past queries and used to determine how to respond to a new query. As one of the better protection mechanisms, the features of auditing are well described by Chin and Özsoyoglu (1982) as: (i) Absolute security: By checking the query history, auditing allows us to answer a query only when it is secure to do so. (ii) Maximum information: Given the query history, auditing can provide the maximum information to users, which includes accurate answers and as many query answers to the user as the security permits. (iii) Flexibility: It is flexible to use because protection can be tailored to different sets of queries of users' choice. Chin and Özsoyoglu (1981) proposes the first formal scheme for auditing. It is to deny a query when the answer combined with past query answers can compromise the database. There exist efficient implementation algorithms. For example, to audit sum-only queries to prevent full disclosure, by representing answered queries and the new query with a matrix and performing Gauss transform, one can quickly determine whether answering the new query would comprise the database. The scheme has been used for decades as a de facto scheme for auditing, which we call conventional auditing. Much of the following research focus on various aspects of auditing, like improving algorithm performance (Lu et al. 2009 ), auditing multidimensional SDBs , Wang et al. 2004 ), preventing interval-based inference , etc.
Recently, Kenthapadi et al. (2005) discovered a fundamental security flaw in conventional auditing. Query denials release information too. Conventional auditing fails to take the fact into consideration and causes privacy disclosure in some cases. To illustrate it, we borrow the example used in Kenthapadi et al. (2005) . A database has three variables x 1 x 2 x 3 of the same value 5 and the auditing goal is to prevent full disclosure. The first query is the sum of the three variables and answered. The second query is the maximum of the three variables and denied because the answer implies all three variables are 5. However, when the query is denied, given the fact that a query is denied only if the answer would cause full disclosure, a sophisticated adversary can figure out that the denied answer must be 5. Kenthapadi et al. (2005) proposes a new scheme called simulatable auditing. It examines a new query solely based on past query answers without consulting the database. A new query is denied if there exists a database solution, which satisfies all past query answers, and the answer to the new query would comprise that database. Indeed, this scheme effectively prevents the query denial threat, whereas the data utility is significantly hurt. Suppose a database contains all nonnegative elements. Then any sum query cannot be answered, because if all elements are 0s, which is a feasible database solution, then the query answer comprises the database. Being aware of the issue, Kenthapadi et al. (2005) further proposes a relaxed scheme. At each auditing time, it samples a large number of feasible database solutions, which are consistent to the past query answers. If answering a new query does not cause privacy disclosure for the majority of the sampled solutions, then answer the query. The scheme has two limitations: (i) Computationally expense. It is difficult to sample a feasible database solution that satisfies all past query answers, while a large number of feasible database solutions need to be generated at each auditing time. (ii) No guarantee of security. It is because the sampled large number of database solutions may not include the real database. However, their work renewed research interest in auditing. Malvestuto and Moscarini (2006) proposes another auditing scheme for sum-only queries that we call modified conventional auditing. The scheme adds one more step to the conventional auditing. At each auditing time, it firstly computes the bounds of the answer to the new query by inspecting past answered queries. Then it computes the bounds of each database variable by inspecting past answered queries and the derived bounds of the answer to the new query. As the bounds of the answer to the new query are derived from the past answered queries, it does not improve on the estimation of the bounds of database variables. Therefore the modified conventional auditing scheme Downloaded from informs.org by [202.161.58 .88] on 09 November 2014, at 22:09 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
3 would always reach the same decisions as the conventional auditing scheme, and hence is insecure. What the two schemes ignore is that an adversary can obtain additional knowledge from past queries.
In this paper, we study SDBs auditing on various types of queries, including sum, max, min, and deviation. We propose an auditing framework, free of the query denial threat. We strictly comply with the original premise of auditing: continuously monitor the user's knowledge that is derived from responses to past queries and use it to determine how to respond to a new query. But we are aware that responses include both query answers and denials. We will propose the first solution to derive the complete information leakage from a query denial. We are also aware of different natures of various query types, as sum and deviation are of continuous nature, and max and min possess discrete nature. The discrete nature of queries would cause full disclosure of element values when a query denial occurs. To eliminate the query denial threat caused by the inherent discrete nature of max and min queries, we employ the simulatable auditing scheme as an auxiliary step to our general auditing framework.
Our contributions can be summarized as: (i) We present an auditing framework, free of the query denial threat, for various types of queries, including sum, max, min, and deviation. Note that deviation queries have never been studied in the auditing setting.
(ii) We provide the first solution to derive the complete information leaked from a query denial. (iii) We design implementation algorithms built on existing parametric optimization results.
Sum
Sum is the most common aggregate query type and supported in all database systems. We start with sum queries, which are also the focus of the auditing research. We first introduce the problem setting. We denote a SDB with n elements by x 1 x n , and the prior-known bounds on elements by L ≤ X ≤ U . If none, then L and U are − and , respectively. The prior-known bounds are to reflect reality. For instance, a person's salary cannot be negative. We are aware that in some cases adversaries may have more prior information than the bounds of data values. We are also aware that approaches like differential privacy (Dwork 2008) can be used against arbitrary prior knowledge. The consequence of guarding against arbitrary prior knowledge is the significant degradation of the utility of data, which we will discuss explicitly in §6. A user is allowed to continuously submit a sum query of i∈S x i over any data group S. The task of auditing is to prevent an adversary from breaching the database privacy. Full disclosure is commonly studied in the auditing literature. However, one may argue that a variable of 100 is nearly disclosed if an adversary ascertains that the variable is between 99 and 101. In this paper, we adopt the interval-based privacy notion ) defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Interval-Based Privacy). A variable x i is considered safe if one cannot ascertain that x i resides in an interval with length less than i , the safe threshold for x i .
Suppose a variable x i with threshold value 5. If one ascertains that x i is within 0 5 , x i is considered safe. But if the interval is improved to 0 4 , then x i is compromised. We are aware that there are other privacy notions, such as k-anonymity, l-diversity, and distribution-based privacy notions. Because we consider a SDB with all numerical values, this paper uses the interval-based privacy notion. The auditing problem can then be described as the following.
Definition 2 (Auditing Problem). Devise an efficient and effective query response strategy such that all variables are safe regarding the interval-based privacy notion.
Existing Auditing Schemes
Before we present our auditing scheme, we first examine the limitations of existing auditing schemes. To illustrate them, throughout this section, we will use one example as follows. A nonnegative numeric database consists of variables x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 . They are 10 10 2 2 10 with safe thresholds 5 5 1 1 6 , respectively. Queries Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 with their accurate answers are listed in the following order:
Conventional Auditing. Conventional auditing is the first proposes auditing scheme in the literature. It can be formally stated as the following.
Definition 3 (Conventional Auditing). Whenever a new query is posed, if the answer to it, when combined with past query answers, can infer that for one variable the difference of its lower and upper bound is less than or equal to its safe threshold, deny the query, otherwise answer it.
To implement conventional auditing, the auditor only needs to continuously solve LPs as formulated in (1) min max x 1 x 2 x n s.t.
According to conventional auditing, Q 1 is first answered, because returning the answer of 20 only helps refine the bounds for x 1 x 2 to 0 20 ; Q 2 is answered as well, although the bounds of x 1 and x 2 are refined to 0 12 and 8 20 , respectively. However, if Q 3 is answered, the bounds for both x 1 and x 2 would be refined to 8 12 . The interval length is 4, which is less than their safe threshold 5. Therefore Q 3 should be denied. The system will proceed to examine Q 4 . To do so, the system needs to solve the following LPs:
The result is x 1 ∈ 0 12 , x 2 ∈ 8 20 , x 3 ∈ 0 12 , x 4 ≥ 0, and x 5 ∈ 8 20 . Every variable is considered to be safe regarding their safe thresholds. Therefore, Q 4 is answered.
However, this is wrong. If Q 4 is answered, x 5 will be disclosed, as it can be deduced to fall in 8 13 , and the length is less than its safe threshold 6. The reason is that the denial of Q 3 releases some information.
To explain the reason, let us first denote the real answer to Q 3 by A 3 . Given Q 1 x 1 + x 2 = 20, Q 2 x 1 + x 3 = 12, and Q 3 x 2 + x 4 = A 3 , it is not difficult to infer that x 1 ∈ 20 − A 3 12 , x 2 ∈ 8 A 3 , x 3 ∈ 0 min 12 A 3 − 8 , and x 4 ∈ 0 A 3 − 8 . Denying Q 3 implies that if A 3 is released, at least for one variable, the difference of its lower and upper bounds becomes less than or equal to its safe threshold. The following are four possibilities:
For cases x 1 and x 2 , A 3 ∈ − 13 . For cases x 3 and x 4 , A 3 ∈ − 9 . Because the adversary cannot ascertain which variables are to be disclosed, all he can infer is A 3 ∈ − 13 ∪ − 9 = − 13 .
Given the answered Q 2 of x 1 + x 3 = 12, we have x 1 ≤ 12. By combining it with the answered Q 1 of x 1 + x 2 = 20, we further have x 2 ≥ 8. Therefore, A 3 = x 2 + x 4 ≥ 8. Finally, from the denial of Q 3 in addition to the past two query answers, one can infer 8 ≤ A 3 ≤ 13.
Given 8 ≤ A 3 ≤ 13 derived from the denial of Q 3 , the adversary can deduce x 1 ∈ 7 12 and x 2 ∈ 8 13 , which make the privacy of both x 1 and x 2 at the edge of being breached with safe thresholds of 5. However, they are still considered to be safe according to the data disclosure definition.
The real threat of the query denial of Q 3 comes when auditing Q 4 . By solving LPs (4), where Q 3 8 ≤ x 2 + x 4 ≤ 13 is the complete information leakage from the denial of Q 3 , x 5 is deduced to fall in 8 13 . Hence the privacy of x 5 is breached, because its safe threshold is 6. However, conventional auditing fails to detect the breach:
Simulatable Auditing. Simulatable auditing was proposed to prevent the attack of query denials. Its basic idea is essentially to protect data privacy by denying any suspicious query that may cause trouble. Its original definition as stated in Kenthapadi et al. (2005) is given as follows.
Definition 4 (Simulatable Auditing (Kenthapadi et al. 2005) ). An auditor is simulatable if the decision to deny or give an answer to the query q t is made based exclusively on q 1 q t and a 1 a t−1 (and not a t and not the data set X = x 1 x n ), and possibly also the underlying probability distribution from which the data was drawn.
To achieve such a simulatable auditing, Kenthapadi et al. (2005) proposes to do the following. Given previously posed queries q 1 q m−1 and their answers a 1 a m−1 , a newly posed query q m will be denied if (i) there exists a feasible answer a m to the new query q m , which is consistent with all past query answers and (ii) releasing a m would breach some variable's privacy. The essential idea of simulatable auditing is to deny more queries, including innocent queries to achieve data security. However, it suffers from the serious data utility issue.
Look at Q 1 x 1 + x 2 = 20 in the previous example. Obviously x 1 + x 2 = 0 is a feasible answer to the query. If the answer is 0, given all variables are nonnegative, both x 1 and x 2 are 0, and hence uniquely identified. According to simulatable auditing, Q 1 should be denied, as well as all subsequent queries. Downloaded from informs.org by [202.161.58 .88] on 09 November 2014, at 22:09 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Modified Conventional Auditing. Malvestuto and Moscarini (2006) propose an auditing scheme for sum queries, which attempts to solve the query denial issue. Its basic idea is summarized as the following.
Definition 5 (Modified Conventional Auditing).
Whenever a new query is posed, if the answer to it when combined with past query answers does not threaten data privacy, answer the query; otherwise, return an approximate answer, the bounds of the real answer, which are derived from past query answers.
The scheme adds one more step to conventional auditing: If the answer to a new query is determined to be dangerous, derive the bounds of the real answer from past query answers and release such bounds instead of the real answer. However, the query submitter alone can derive such released bounds, as he knows all past query answers. In fact, an intelligent adversary can infer more information. Releasing bounds is the same as telling the query submitter that the real answer would make some variable to be in danger. Thus the query submitter can narrow the denied real answer and would eventually use the narrowed results to threaten data privacy. Therefore, modified conventional auditing still suffers from the attack of query denials as conventional auditing, because it inaccurately calculates the complete information leakage from query denials.
To illustrate, look at the previous example again. Q 1 and Q 2 are answered, and Q 3 obviously should be denied. Instead of denying Q 3 , modified conventional auditing derives the lower and upper bounds of Q 3 based on past query answers and returns such an approximate answer to the query submitter. By solving LPs (5), the constraints of which are answers to Q 1 and Q 2 , x 2 + x 4 is limited to 8 + , which is issued to the user and will be carried over to audit subsequent queries.
The system proceeds to check Q 4 by solving LPs (6), where Q 3 x 2 + x 4 ≥ 8 is the information derived from the previous step.
The results of the above LP suggest that x 1 ∈ 0 12 , x 2 ∈ 8 20 , x 3 ∈ 0 12 , x 4 ≥ 0, and x 5 ∈ 8 20 , which is exactly the same as the results of conventional auditing. Hence, according to modified conventional auditing, Q 4 is answered. However, as explained before, releasing Q 4 would infer x 5 ∈ 8 13 , and hence breach the privacy of x 5 . The reason modified conventional auditing fails is because it inaccurately calculates the complete information leakage from a query denial. The denial of Q 3 , in fact, can narrow down the answer of Q 3 to 8 13 instead of 8 + .
New Auditing Scheme
From the previous example, we observe that there is no privacy threat if every query is inspected by incorporating complete information released from both past query answers and denials. The observation naturally leads to the prototype of our new auditing scheme as follows.
At each auditing time, the lower and upper bounds of every variable are derived by inspecting complete information released from both past query answers and denials along with the current query.
If we strictly comply with the above auditing scheme, it is unlikely to find a practical implementation algorithm. It is because a denied answer can be narrowed down to a feasible solution region composed of discrete intervals. Because discrete intervals cannot be formulated as linear equalities or inequalities employed in a standard LP form, it poses great difficulty for inspecting the subsequent queries. We are still able to solve the problem by formulating it as a mixed-integer programming (MIP) problem by introducing slack integer variables, and MIP is generally NP-hard (Garey and Johnson 1979) .
To further elaborate, consider the following example of nonnegative variables x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 , all with safe thresholds of 1. Suppose the following two queries are posed, where denotes the answer of x 1 + x 2 :
Q 1 is answered and then Q 2 is denied. Because Q 2 is denied, an adversary would know that the answer of Q 2 can infer an interval of some variable's value, with length equal to or less than the variable's safe threshold. Furthermore, the adversary can infer that must fall in either 0 1 or 4 5 . When ∈ 0 1 , as 0 ≤ x 1 , x 2 ≤ , x 1 , and x 2 suffer from the disclosure threat, and hence Q 2 has to be denied. When ∈ 4 5 , as 0 ≤ x 3 , x 4 ≤ 5 − , x 3 , and x 4 suffer from the disclosure threat, and hence Q 2 needs to be denied. Denying Q 2 is equivalent to releasing the information of ∈ 0 1 ∪ 4 5 . If we need to carry this information over to inspect subsequent queries, when auditing the following query, the formulated optimization problems for deriving bounds of involved variables are no longer convex optimization problems. To address the issue, we propose a refined version of the previous auditing scheme.
Definition 6 (Auditing Sum Queries). At each auditing time, for each variable, derive its lower and upper bounds by inspecting both exact and approximate query answers in the past along with the new query:
• If the difference of the lower and upper bounds for every variable is greater than its safe threshold, return the exact answer;
• Else, return an approximate answer, which is obtained by deriving the region of possible denied query answers (which could include multiple separate intervals), and returning the interval in the region that contains the real answer.
Note that if the region of possible denied answers include multiple nonoverlapping intervals, we return the interval containing the real answer, which corresponds to a lower and upper bound of the real answer.
To illustrate it, we still consider example (7). Suppose x 1 = 0 4, x 2 = 0 4, x 3 = 0 2, x 4 = 4, and Q 2 x 1 + x 2 = 0 8. Even though denying a query only helps infer ∈ 0 1 ∪ 4 5 , we release ∈ 0 1 . The information we return is more than what a query denial implies (since we in effect reveal which variables' privacy is being threatened). The reason we return such an interval is because the returned information still makes the whole feasible solution space to be convex. Then to audit subsequent queries, we are still able to formulate it as a series of LPs.
Security Analysis
Is the auditing scheme for sum queries secure? This section will answer this question. First, let us examine how information is released from a query denial. From an adversary's perspective, if a query is denied, there must exist some variable such that the difference of its lower and upper bounds is less than or equal to its safe threshold, given the denied query's answer. If x i causes the query denial, one can deduce a feasible solution region feasible i of the denied answer , such that being any value in feasible i would make the difference of x i 's lower and upper bounds less than or equal to its safe threshold. But the adversary has no knowledge of which variable (variables) causes the query denial. Therefore the complete information leakage from a query denial is i feasible i . The following theorem is used to prove that each feasible i must be one continuous interval.
values, which can have so that it is possible to deduce that the difference of the lower and upper bounds of x i is less than or equal to i , must be one continuous interval.
Denote
to be the value set of such that ∀ ∈ , AX = b aX = L ≤ X ≤ U deduces x i 's upper bound of max x i , and x i 's lower bound of min x i , such that max x i − min x i ≤ i . Theorem 1 proves that if 1 2 ∈ , and 2 > 1 , any 3 ∈ 1 2 must belong to , in other words, max denote the values of x i . For any 3 ∈ 1 2 , we can represent 3 as 3 = 1 + 1 − 2 , where ∈ 0 1 . Any feasible solution X 3 satisfying AX = b aX = 3 L ≤ X ≤ U can be represented as X 3 = X 1 + 1 − X 2 as well. This can be seen as follows:
•
Next, we will prove that for any X 
Theorem 1 shows that each feasible i x is one continuous interval. When a query denial occurs, the adversary has no knowledge of which variable (variables) causes the query denial. The complete information leakage from a query denial is ∈ i feasible i x , where x i are all involved variables. The complete information leakage i feasible i x could be one continuous interval or multiple discrete intervals. Without loss of generality, i feasible i x can be represented by j L j U j , where L j U j are nonoverlapping intervals. The auditing scheme is to release the single interval L j U j , which contains the true answer, and carry it over to inspect subsequent queries. Now, the security question is: would releasing ∈ L j U j threaten data privacy? Theorem 2. Suppose the past exact and approximate query answers do not breach data privacy, a new query is denied according to the auditing scheme for sum queries, and j L j U j , where L j U j are nonoverlapping, is the derived possible values of the denied answer . Returning the interval L j U j , which contains the real query answer, does not threaten data privacy.
For convenience, we represent past exact answers and approximate answers as A 1 X = b LB ≤ A 2 X ≤ UB , and the new query as aX.
It is known that j L j U j = i feasible i , where feasible i is the feasible value of the denied answer Downloaded from informs.org by [202.161.58 .88] on 09 November 2014, at 22:09 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
7 given x i causes the query denial. Theorem 1 states that feasible i is a continuous interval. Therefore the returned interval L j U j must be the union of some feasible i .
As such, all involved variables x i can be divided into two groups, one group with feasible i belonging to L j U j , and the other group with feasible i not belonging to L j U j . If x i has feasible i ⊆ L j U j , releasing L j U j cannot breach the privacy of x i . It is because A 1 X = b aX ∈ L j U j LB ≤ A 2 X ≤ UB cannot infer information more than A 1 X = b aX ∈ feasible i LB ≤ A 2 X ≤ UB , which only deduces an interval of x i with length equal to i , in which case x i is still considered safe. If x i has feasible i not belonging to L j U j , releasing L j U j obviously does not affect the privacy of x i at all.
Deriving Information Leakage
This section studies how to derive feasible i , the possible values of the denied answer , which would limit the feasible solutions of x i to an interval with length less than or equal to its safe threshold. Suppose we have answered a set of queries, which can be represented by the equation system AX = b L ≤ X ≤ U , where L ≤ X ≤ U are prior known bounds for X and have not denied any query yet. Assume a new query aX, whose real answer is , arrives. After solving a series of LPs as (8) for all involved variables, the auditor decides to deny the query.
min max x i s.t.
As stated before, from the adversary's perspective, the reason for this denial must be that for some variable x i , the difference of its upper bound and its lower bound is less than or equal to its safe threshold i . The problem of finding feasible i can be described as follows.
, what values can have so that max x i − min x i ≤ i , where max x i and min x i denote the maximum and minimum values that x i can take given ?
When is treated as an unknown parameter, the optimization problem (8) becomes a typical right-hand side (RHS) parametric LP problem. A RHS parametric LP problem is a LP problem with a variable (parameter) on the right-hand side of the linear constraints. The study of RHS parametric LP can be traced back to the beginning of operations research (Dantzig 1963) . It has been shown that the optimal objective function value of a RHS parametric LP problem is a piecewise linear function of the parameter. There exists an efficient algorithm to derive such a function (Vanderbei 2008) . The basic procedure is as follows: first, choose a feasible value of and determine its characteristic interval, where the objective function optimality does not change; then study adjacent characteristic intervals till the whole real region is traversed.
We adopt the algorithm to deduce feasible i . First, use the algorithm to determine a piecewise function, say, f
To illustrate this process, we reconsider the example employed in §2. As explained before, Q 3 x 2 + x 4 = 12 has to be denied, because it can breach the privacy of x 1 and x 2 . Denote to be the answer to Q 3 . Given Q 3 being denied, we demonstrate how to compute feasible 1 , the feasible values of that make the difference of lower and upper bounds of x 1 less than or equal to its safe threshold 5.
By solving the RHS parametric LP (9), we find that max x 1 is 12 when ≥ 8, while it is infeasible to have < 8. When 8 ≤ ≤ 20, min x 1 is 20 − , and when ≥ 20, min x 1 is 0. The piecewise functions of max x 1 and min x 2 dependent on are depicted in Figure 1 . It is not difficult to see that feasible 1 is [8, 13].
Discussion
In this section, we briefly discuss the two concerns that some people may have: (i) the auditing scheme releases more information than necessary and (ii) an auditing process needs to solve a large number of LPs.
With the auditing scheme, feasible solutions are maintained in a convex space. As such, whether auditing a query or deriving information from a query denial, the auditor only needs to solve a number of linear programs. However, the benefit comes at the cost of leaking more information than necessary, as we release the specific interval of the denied answer. If the auditor does not feel comfortable with this scenario, he or she can simply take more computational effort to derive and release all intervals that the denied answer may fall in by employing the same information leakage deriving method and carry them on to audit subsequent queries. In particular, when the first query denial occurs, because the previous queries constitute a polytope, the auditor can use the exact same method to drive the feasible intervals of the denied answer. But for subsequent query denials, the auditor cannot employ the method directly to derive information leakage, because the feasible region of the previously denied answer might be the union of multiple discrete intervals. However, the auditor can derive the feasible intervals for the subsequently denied answer by repetitively employing the information leakage deriving method, because the feasible solution space constituted by the past query answers and denials are the union of multiple polytopes. For each polytope, the auditor can derive intervals that may cause the new query to be denied. The union of all such derived intervals is the complete information leakage. Whether deriving information leakage from query denials, auditing sum queries needs to solve a large number of LP problems to inspect the difference of the lower and upper bounds for every involved variable. While it is not difficult to solve one LP problem, solving such LP problems is still a huge burden for the system. Worse, the size and number of LP problems keep growing as more queries are issued. Although we cannot avoid those LPs, we can reduce the overall computing time by adopting the strategy employed in Lu et al. (2009) . It uses two patterns existing in the LPs formulated in an auditing process. First, at each auditing time, the formulated LPs share the same constraints. Second, the LPs formulated for auditing the next query only have one more constraint than the currently formulated LPs. It is known that a feasible solution of one LP can be quickly constructed at the basis of the solution of another similar LP. Finding a feasible solution is an integral part in simplex methods and typically takes half the computing time of solving a LP problem. By leveraging the similarity of LPs in an auditing process, we can reduce the overall computing time.
Max and Min
Max and min queries have been less researched. Representative research results include Chin (1986) , Kleinberg et al. (2003) , Kenthapadi et al. (2005) , and Nabar et al. (2006) . But none of those schemes can be directly applied to our scenario, i.e., real-valued data regarding interval-based data disclosure policy, free of query denial threat. Chin (1986) proposes the first auditing scheme for max and min queries. Because they assume all queries come together as a batch, their scheme does not consider the query denial issue. The auditing scheme in Kleinberg et al. (2003) is able to eliminate the query denial threat, but at the great loss of data utility. Motivated by Kleinberg et al. (2003) , Kenthapadi et al. (2005) propose a simulatable auditing scheme, which effectively counteracts the query denial threat and also improves data utility. But their scheme considers full data disclosure and is applicable to max-or min-only queries. Improved upon Kenthapadi et al. (2005) , the auditing scheme in Nabar et al. (2006) can handle mixed max and min queries, but it does not address interval-based disclosure. More importantly, their scheme cannot be applied to mixed query types, including sum, max, min, and deviation. In this section, we modify the auditing scheme in Nabar et al. (2006) in accord with the interval-based data disclosure policy. We will later show how to incorporate the scheme into a general auditing framework for the mixed query types.
A max query Q j can be represented by max Q j = b j , where b j is the query answer. Similarly, a min query Q j can be represented by min Q j = b j . Given a set of max and min queries Q 1 Q t and their answers b 1 b t , the maximum possible value of x i is min b j Q j is a max query, x i ∈ Q j , denoted by i . Similarly, the minimum possible value of x i is max b j Q j is a min query, x i ∈ Q j , denoted by i . We will say x i is a min extreme element of Q j , if Q j is a min query, x i ∈ Q j , and b j = i , and x i is a max extreme element of Q j , if Q j is a max query, x i ∈ Q j , and b j = i .
The uniqueness of max and min queries comes from their inherent discrete nature. Consider a max query max Q j = b j ; it gives two pieces of information: (i) ∀ x i ∈ Q j x i ≤ b j and (ii) ∃ x i ∈ Q j x i = b j . The former is of continuous nature, like sum queries, while the latter is combinatorial oriented. Consider Q 1 max x 1 x 2 x 3 = 10 and Q 2 : max x 1 x 2 = 5, where the safe threshold for every variable is 1. Q 1 is answered since no privacy disclosure occurs. Q 2 is denied, because given max x 1 x 2 x 3 = 10 and max x 1 x 2 = 5, x 3 becomes the only extreme element of Q 1 , and thus x 3 must be 10. However, if Q 2 is denied, an adversary can still infer x 3 to be 10, because otherwise Q 2 would not be denied. In this case, whether you answer or deny Q 2 , x 3 is disclosed.
We have observed that a max and min query denial can occur in two cases: (i) some variable is fully disclosed as it becomes a max or min extreme element or (ii) some variable is partially disclosed because the difference of its lower and upper bounds is less than or equal to its safe threshold. For the former case, if there exists one element, which could become a max or Downloaded from informs.org by [202.161.58 .88] on 09 November 2014, at 22:09 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. 9 min extreme element because of the denied answer, then denying the query would still fully disclose the element. For the latter case, answering a query would not immediately compromise data privacy, because an adversary can only narrow down the denied answer to an interval, in which any possible answer could cause some variable to be partially disclosed. We propose the following auditing scheme.
Definition 7 (Auditing Max and Min Queries).
For each new max and min query, we first use the simulatable auditing scheme in Nabar et al. (2006) to check if there exists any possible answer to the query, which is consistent to previous query answers and makes some variable an extreme element.
• If yes, deny the query. (Note that the decision is made without consulting the database.)
• Else, consult the database to see if the real answer would make some element partially disclosed (i.e., the difference of the lower and upper bounds is less than the safe threshold).
-If yes, deny the query and derive the information leakage from the query denial, which will be carried over to audit the subsequent queries.
-Else, answer the query.
The first step of the algorithm is to counteract the query denial effect caused by the discrete nature of max and min queries. Given a set of previously answered max and min queries, Q 1 Q t−1 , the auditing scheme needs to check if there is any possible answer to the new query Q t that is consistent with past answers and would cause an x i to be an extreme element. Nabar et al. (2006) showed that it is not necessary to check all possible answers and it suffices to check a finite number of points. In particular, let Q 1 Q l be the query sets of previous queries that intersect with Q t , ordered according to their corresponding answers b 1 ≤ · · · ≤ b l . We only need to consider each
, where b lb = b 1 − 1 and b ub = b l + 1, to check if it is consistent to the previous answers and causes some element to be an extreme element. All of them can be efficiently implemented. The second step is to consult the database to check if the true answer would cause some element to be partially disclosed. If a query is denied, an adversary knows there exists some element, which would be partially disclosed if the answer is released. Without loss of generality, consider the denied query Q j as a max query. The real answer b j to the max query Q j only affects the upper bound of variables in Q j . Therefore, the cause for the query denial is ∃ i ∈ S j b j − min x i ≤ j . Because an adversary does not know which one is at risk, the information leakage from the denial of the max query Q j is b j ≤ max i∈S j j + min x i ), where min x i can be derived from past query responses. Similarly, the denial of the min query Q j releases b j ≥ min i∈S j max x i − j ). The released information should be carried along with answered queries to audit the subsequent queries.
Standard Deviation
Standard deviation has never been studied in the database auditing literature, although it is supported by most SDBs. A standard deviation query Q j can be represented by std Q j = b j , computed as i∈Q j
where Q j denotes the set size. The standard deviation value b j can be further expanded as a quadratic function
Standard deviation shows how much variation exists from the average. A low standard deviation indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the mean, whereas high standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out. From the statistical inference perspective, the most risky case would be a standard deviation value being 0, which implies all data points have the same value. However, answers to a set of standard deviation queries without additional information does not improve the lower and upper bounds of involved data points at all, since standard deviation only provides closeness information on data points. If there are prior known bounds of data points, then standard deviation query answers could compromise a database. Consider a database of x 1 x 2 x 3 and it is known that x 1 x 2 ∈ 0 2 and x 3 ∈ 8 10 . If std x 1 x 2 x 3 = 3 4641, which is the minimum standard deviation value among feasible solutions, then it is disclosed that x 1 and x 2 are 2 and x 3 is 8.
To avoid triviality, we study how to respond to standard deviation queries with elements of priorknown bounds. Look at a batch of standard deviation queries Q 1 Q t ; the bounds of variables X are denoted by L U . To examine whether the query answers compromise the database, we can formulate and solve a set of nonlinear optimization problems as follows: the value of i∈Q j Q j x i − t∈Q j x t 2 is nonnegative for any X. It is well known that semidefinite programs can be solved efficiently, both in theory and practice. However, a safe auditing scheme has to consider information leakage from a query denial and carry it over to audit subsequent queries. A good thing is that standard deviation queries are continuously oriented, which is the same as sum queries. In other words, if we deny a standard deviation query when ∃ i max x i − min x i ≤ i , the feasible solution space is a convex set or the union of several convex sets. We adopt the same auditing strategy as for sum queries.
Definition 8 (Auditing Standard Deviation Queries). For each new standard deviation query, formulate and solve a series of semidefinite programming problems to compute the lower and upper bounds for each variable. If ∃ i max x i − min x i ≤ i , deny the query, find the feasible values of the denied answer that would make the query to be denied, and return the interval of continuous feasible solutions that contain the real answer; else, answer the query.
We release the interval of feasible solutions that contain the real answer so that all following auditing problems are forumulated as convex optimization problems. Although we release more information than necessary, all variable privacy is kept intact. We skip the scheme security analysis, since the proof for the sum query case can be easily extended here, as both query types are convex in nature. Now we study how to find the feasible values of the denied answer that would deny a standard deviation query. Denote the denied answer as , and the maximum and minimum of x i dependent on as f is a typical RHS parametric semidefinite programming problem. Berkelaar et al. (1996) show that the solution to a RHS quadratic programming is concave and piecewise quadratic. In Goldfarb and Scheinberg (1999) , an explicit formula is provided to compute the interval of a RHS parameter value, where the optimal solution (a function of the RHS parameter) is unchanged. In fact, the formula is very similar to the one for RHS parametric LP. Given the formula, we can derive f 1 i and f 2 i and find the feasible solutions feasible i that make f
Because an adversary cannot determine which one is at risk, the total information leakage is ∈ i feasible i . We then release the interval containing the real answer to enable the subsequent auditing problems to be formulated as convex optimization problems.
Mixed Query Types
In this section, we provide a consolidated framework for auditing mixed query types, including sum, max, min, and standard deviation. Suppose old queries are Q 1 Q t 1 Q 1 Q t 2 Q 1 Q t 3 , where Q 1 Q t 1 are sum queries, Q 1 Q t 2 max or min queries, and Q 1 Q t 3 standard deviation queries. The auditing problem is to determine whether to answer or deny a new query Q new . Based on what we have studied in the previous sections, the adversary's knowledge from responses to the past queries can be represented by a set of equality and inequality constraints, which are either in a linear or positive definite quadratic form. Specifically, if a sum query Q i is answered, the information leakage is sum Q i = b i . If the query is deemed dangerous, an interval l i u i is returned and the information leakage is l i ≤ sum Q i ≤ u i . Similarly, if a standard deviation query Q i is answered, the information leakage is std Q i = b i . Else, an interval is returned and the information leakage is l i ≤ std Q i ≤ u i . A max or min query Q i is either denied or fully answered. If it is denied because there exists a possible answer, which makes some element an extreme element, then there is no information leakage, because the decision is reached without consulting the database. If it is denied because the real answer would make some element partially disclosed, then the information leakage can be represented by l i ≤ max/min Q i ≤ b i , such that max/min Q i being any value in l i b i would make some element partially disclosed. We denote the set of feasible solutions satisfying those constraints, derived from past query responses, by . The consolidated auditing scheme for mixed query types is as follows.
Definition 9 (Auditing Mixed Query Types). Given x ∈ , the information leakage from the responses to the past queries, to audit a new query Q new , we do the following:
• If it is a sum query, formulate and solve a set of semidefinite programming problems of max/min x i x ∈ sum Q new = b new for each x i . If there is an x i being compromised, formulate and solve a set of parametric semidefinite programming problems of max/min x i x ∈ sum Q new = for each x i to derive the feasible values of that would compromise the database, and then return the interval containing the exact answer.
• If it is a standard deviation query, run the same procedure as above, except for replacing the constraint sum Q new = b new with std Q new = b new .
• If it is a max or min query, check whether there exists a possible answer that is consistent to past answers and causes the existence of extreme elements.
-If yes, deny the query (note the decision is made without consulting the database).
-If no, consult the database to see if the real answer makes some element partially compromised.
* If yes, deny the answer and derive information leakage.
* If no, answer the query. Downloaded from informs.org by [202.161.58 .88] on 09 November 2014, at 22:09 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
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The framework treats max and min queries differently, due to their inherent discrete nature. In the first step of auditing a max or min query, there is no need to check all possible answers. It suffices to check a finite number of points, as what we did to audit max and min-only queries. Suppose it is a max query. For consistency checking, we use a method in Vandenberghe and Boyd (1996) to check the feasibility of the semidefinite constraint set x ∈ x i ≤ b i ∀ x i ∈ Q new . To determine the existence of extreme elements, we adopt the same algorithm used in Nabar et al. (2006) . To derive the information leakage from a query denial, we formulate and solve parametric semidefinite programming problems to find out the possible values of b i that would make some element partially disclosed. We take the interval containing the real answer as the information leakage and carry it over to audit the subsequent queries.
Experimental Study
An auditing scheme can be evaluated in three dimensions: privacy, utility, and efficiency. Privacy is the most important because it is the reason for the existence of a privacy protection mechanism. Data utility determines the usage of a database, and efficiency affects user experience. Unanimously, privacy can be examined with regard to the defined data privacy policy and efficiency can be measured in running time. There are many ways to measure utility. For example, Nabar et al. (2006) measure utility by the number of answered queries. But an auditing scheme could provide ambiguous and partial answers to unlimited queries without compromising a database and that does not make the auditing scheme preferable. So we measure utility by the amount of released information on database elements. Regarding the interval-based privacy policy, the best auditing scheme is the one that allows a user to infer the feasible database solutions to a polytope with max x i − min x i = i ∀ x i , where i is the predefined safe threshold of x i .
Sum
The first experiment is to study sum-only queries. We compared our auditing scheme with conventional auditing and simulatable auditing. Note that we do not consider the modified auditing scheme, as it is essentially the same as the conventional auditing scheme. We generated a database of 100 elements with values randomly drawn from 1 100 , and 200 random sum queries uniformly drawn from the pool of possible sum queries. For each element, we set its safe threshold to be 0.1 times its value. We run all auditing schemes against the same database and queries, and report the results in Figures 2-4 , where each diamond denotes a query and the dark diamond means the database is compromised. We observe the following: First, in terms of privacy, both our auditing scheme and simulatable auditing protects the privacy throughout the auditing process, whereas conventional auditing is unable to protect privacy after query 90. We also notice that the first abnormal query response occurs at query 90 for both conventional and our auditing scheme. Conventional auditing denied the query, while our auditing scheme partially answered the query. After that, conventional auditing answered query 91, which immediately compromised the database, due to the ignorance of information leakage of the denial of query 90. As the result, the database continued to stay in the compromised state, even though the most subsequent queries were denied. In contrast, our auditing scheme partially answered queries 90-92 and 94-200, and fully answered query 93. It provides data information and maintains data privacy. Second, regarding utility, our auditing scheme provides the maximum data utility, because at query 96, the privacy boundaries had been reached. In contrast, conventional auditing releases more information than the privacy policy allows, which is unacceptable, and simulatable auditing does not answer any query, because all elements are known to fall in a bounded range. Third, in terms of efficiency, our auditing scheme takes the most computing. However, the computing time of our auditing scheme is comparable to that of conventional auditing. Firstly, for queries 1-89, our auditing scheme and conventional auditing took the same amount of time because no query denial occurs yet. For queries 90-95, our auditing scheme took more computing time, as it needs to derive information leakage. But after query 96, our auditing scheme took the same amount of time as conventional auditing, because the privacy boundaries were reached and there was no need to derive information leakage. To provide a partial answer, Our Auditing Scheme our auditing scheme only needs to formulate and solve two LPs with the information derived from queries 1-96 as constraints to obtain the lower and upper bounds of the query. Simulatable auditing took the least computing time, but with no query being answered. The zero data utility is because the simulatable auditing scheme is too strict. Recall that the simulatable auditing scheme denies a query if there is a feasible answer, which can cause privacy disclosure. For a first query i x i against a nonnegative database, a feasible and consistent answer is 0, which indicates every variable is zero. If the answer is 0, all variables are uniquely determined to be 0. Therefore the query must be denied, as must all subsequent sum queries. The example shows that the simulatable auditing scheme is not suitable for cases where variables have prior known bounds. However, databases with prior known bounds are very common in practice. For instance, salary is nonnegative, age is a positive number less than 150, etc.
Mixed
The second experiment is to study mixed query types. First, we present a result on a small data set, depicted in Figure 5 , to provide some insights. The data set comprises 20 elements x 1 x 20 with values randomly drawn from 1 20 . The task is to audit 100 random queries generated by the following two-step procedure: (i) determine a random number k in 1 20 and then select k random elements from x 1 x 20 , and (ii) randomly specify the query type so that sum, max or min, and standard deviation have the same probability. The safe threshold is 0.1 times each element's value. We made the following observations: (i) Eight sum queries are fully answered. The number would be much larger Auditing Mixed Query Types if we were auditing sum-only queries. For a database of n elements, element values would be fully disclosed by n linearly independent sum queries. However, for reasonable safe threshold values, the number of fully answered queries should be close to the number of total elements, which has been verified by many existing studies. One recent evidence is Figure 4 , in which 90 queries over a database of 100 elements are answered. Figure 5 shows that as answers to max, min, and standard deviation queries leak information, the number of answered sum queries is significantly reduced. (ii) Four max or min queries are fully answered and the rest are denied, not partially answered. So the simulatable auditing step incorporated in our scheme to counteract the discrete nature threat of max and min queries is the sole cause for them to be denied. (iii) There are 13 standard deviation queries being answered, which is larger than the sum of answered sum, max, and min queries. It shows that an answer to a standard deviation query does not release much information relatively. (iv) After query 40, the privacy boundaries are reached; in other words, the maximum utility is achieved, while the privacy is well kept. It also tells us that for the remaining queries, there is no need to apply our sophisticated auditing scheme, as no additional information can be released. An auditor can simply answer the query based on released information without consulting the database. To validate the observations made from the previous single case, we conducted more experiments. We generated five databases with the number of elements ranging from 20 to 100, with the same generation procedure as that for the previous example. The results are reported in Figure 6 with the patterns matching the findings from Figure 5 . It is observed that (i) the query types in the order of the number of queries being fully answered are standard deviation, sum, and max or min and (ii) the total number of queries being fully answered increase as the database size increases. More Results on Mixed Query Types
We noticed that almost no max or query was partially answered. Therefore we conducted more experiments by removing the step of using the simulatable auditing strategy to eliminate the discrete nature threat of max and min queries. We found that nearly all max and min queries were fully answered. As element values are uniformly drawn and widely dispersed, answers to max and min queries do not improve the lower and upper bounds of elements by much. We conclude that the discrete nature is the main cause for fewer max and min queries being answered.
Trade-off
In this section, we study the trade-offs along different dimensions. Because privacy is the principle of auditing and should never be compromised, what we can do is exchange utility in return for efficiency. There are many ways to improve efficiency: one way is to utilize the algorithm in Kleinberg et al. (2003) to eliminate occurrence of extreme elements, when auditing a max or min query, instead of the algorithm in Nabar et al. (2006) . Kleinberg et al. (2003) show that given a collection Q 1 Q t of max (or min) queries, for element i to be a max extreme element, there must exist Q j \ r∈c Q r = i , where c is a subcollection. To eliminate occurrence of extreme elements, we can deny a max (or min) query without consulting the database if there exists Q j \ r∈c Q r = i for some element i, which can be implemented efficiently. The consequence is that more innocuous queries would be denied. If we use the modified scheme to audit max-and min-only queries, the probability of a query denial would be increased. If we audit mixed query types, including sum, max, min, and deviation, and consider reaching privacy boundaries is the maximum utility, the modified scheme does not reduce utility. The only effect is fewer max and min queries would be answered. To find out the detailed trade-off effect, we executed the original auditing scheme and the modified scheme with the algorithm in Kleinberg et al. (2003) being plugged against the five databases created for the previous experiment. The results are reported in Figure 7 . The left vertical axis denotes the ratio of fully answered max and min queries by the original scheme to the number of answered max and min queries by the modified scheme and the right vertical axis represents the ratio of average auditing time for a max or min query by the original scheme to the time by the modified scheme. Figure 7 shows that the original scheme takes significantly more computing time, because the original scheme requires solving a large number of optimization problems, while the modified scheme takes almost no time. However, the utility gain at the great cost of computing time is not that significant, as illustrated by the left vertical axis of Figure 7 . We conclude that if it is not critical to answer max and min queries, it is advisable to take the modified scheme. Number of elements Another way to improve efficiency is to deny a sum query right after the first sum query denial occurs. As observed in Figure 5 , after the first query denial, the privacy boundaries will be quickly approached. Because deriving information leakage takes a lot of time, if we simply deny all queries after the first query denial, then much time is saved. We conducted an experiment to compare the original scheme with the "lazy" scheme regarding computing time and released information on five synthetic databases, with number n of elements ranging from 20 to 100 and element values drawn from 0 n . All queries to be audited are sum queries and the threshold value is 0.1 times an element value. The maximum knowledge on x i that a user is allowed to obtain is the bounds being improved from 0 n to l i u i , where u i − l i = 0 1 × x i . Comparing the original scheme and the "lazy" scheme regarding the released information of x i , we take the measure of n − 0 1 × x i / n − u i − l i , where u i and l i are the lower and upper bounds of x i at the end of the "lazy" scheme. We compute the average measure over all elements for each database and report the results in the left vertical axis ratio of the total auditing time of the original scheme to that of the "lazy" scheme. We observed that the "lazy" scheme provides decent information with less computing time. We conclude that if efficiency is a top concern for a system, it is worth trying the "lazy" scheme.
There are many other ways to improve efficiency. For example, we could incorporate other privacy mechanisms into the auditing mechanism, e.g., perturbation might be the easiest way to achieve data privacy. Keep in mind that doing so would lose many properties of auditing, such as flexibility and accuracy. As reported in Dinur and Nissim (2003) , for a SDB by an n-bit string d 1 d n with a query being a subset q ⊆ n to be answered by i∈q d i , to achieve privacy, one has to add perturbation of magnitude √ n . For SDBs of positive integers x 1 x n , the perturbation needs to be of magnitude i x i . To illustrate this, we did an experiment on a synthetic database of 100 elements with five sum queries. Figure 9 reports the Downloaded from informs.org by [202.161.58.88] answers returned by the auditing scheme and from a perturbed database. We observed that the perturbation mechanism significantly alters real answers. Therefore, perturbation might only be suitable for large data sets where auditing is not feasible. Note that it has long been recognized that " auditing may serve as a solution to the SDB security problem for small SDBs" (Chin and Özsoyoglu 1982, p. 575) . Auditing provides the complete data privacy, maximum data utility, and query flexibility at a great computational cost. Auditing is typically formulated as a set of linear programs, therefore the scalability and practicability of the auditing approach largely depends on the state of art in optimization technologies. For instance, the current front line large-scale LP/QP solver engine 1 can solve linear and quadratic programming problems with up to 32,000 variables and 32,000 constraints in the standard version. It is reasonable to apply the auditing approach to SDBs with thousands of variables or less. As optimization technologies advance, the practicability of auditing will increase accordingly. Significant advancements on optimization technologies have been observed since the 1 http://www.solver.com/large-scale-lpqp-solver-engine.
1970s when auditing was first introduced. In addition, our auditing algorithm is faster than the conventional auditing algorithms. As briefly mentioned in §2.5, our algorithm takes advantage of the two patterns observed in the set of linear programs formulated in an auditing process, which allow us to utilize the sensitivity analysis technologies used in optimization to reduce half the computing time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an auditing framework, which is applicable to mixed query types, including sum, max, min, and deviation. The framework provides the maximum data utility and is free of query denial threat. The key idea is acknowledging the fact that query denials leak information. Upon each query denial, we derive information leakage and treat it as a part of the adversary knowledge when auditing subsequent queries. Due to the discrete nature of max and min queries, when auditing a max or min query, we employ the simulatable auditing strategy to eliminate the occurrence of extreme elements. The experimental study shows that our scheme provides the maximum data utility to users, as the privacy boundaries are reached for each case. Experimental results also show that standard deviation has more queries being answered than other types, which is because a standard deviation query does not release much information. We also observed that max and min have the least queries that can be answered, because the simulatable auditing strategy that we added to the whole auditing process denies many innocuous queries. Designing a better auditing algorithm for max and min queries will be our future work.
